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EH-TW8300 & EH-TW9300W  

 
Project Yourself Into Another World 
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MAGE QUALITY 

  

      KEY FEATURES: 

 

 Stunning 4K Enhancement - Discover a whole new way to watch movies - the way 
filmmakers intended. Epson’s 4K Enhancement Technology delivers an astonishing 
picture quality and even allows you to upscale 1080P content 

 

 Striking Contrast Ratio - Experience incredible black levels with a 1,000,000:1 
contrast ratio 

 

 Lens Memory - Preset up to 10 positions for zoom, focus and lens shift for both 
standard projection and wide cinema ratios 

 

 Wireless HDMI - Play high definition content wirelessly without image deterioration, 
achieving a neat and beautiful home theatre without messy cables (EH-TW9300W 
only) 

 

 ISF Certification - Ensuring accurate and exceptional picture quality (EH-
TW9300W only) 

 

 Amazing Colour Brightness -  2,500 Lumens colour brightness and 2,500 Lumens 
white brightness 

 

 A True Cinematic Experience - Innovations, including Epson’s unique Super-
resolution with Detail Enhancement Technology, exceptional frame interpolation 
capabilities, as well as powerful Bright 3D Drive projection let you experience a new 
standard in home entertainment 

 

 HDR Support - High Dynamic Range for amazing contrast and colours 
 

 Powered Lens Shift - Lens shift technology enables outstanding installation 
flexibility with an incredible range of up to ±96.3% on the vertical axis and up to 
±47.1% on the horizontal axis 

 

 Efficient Cooling System - With noise levels as low as 20 dB, these are among the 
quietest projectors in the industry 

 

 2D-to-3D Conversion - Easily transform 2D images to spectacular 3D for unlimited 
3D content 
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Stunning 4K Enhancement 

Discover a whole new way to watch movies — the way filmmakers intended. Epson’s 4K 

Enhancement Technology delivers astonishing picture quality. Now every subtle intricacy is 

captured — even your most-loved films will offer something new. Plus, Epson’s Detail 

Enhancement Technology refines surface details for true-to-life images that pop off the 

screen. Users can adjust levels of sharpness and detail enhancement for optimal viewing. 

This isn’t just a new way to watch movies — it’s the best way. 

 
Upscale 1080P Content 

 
4K Enhancement makes standard and HD content come alive. From the feathers in a plume 

to freckles on a nose, you’ll see every incredible detail. 

 
 

Pixel Scaling 

Epson’s revolutionary 4K Enhancement Technology 

shifts each pixel diagonally by 0.5 pixels for twice the 

vertical and horizontal resolution. Enjoy unbelievable 

sharpness and clarity, even closer to the screen. 4K 

Enhancement delivers immersive images. 

 
 
Striking Contrast Ratio 

For decades, 3LCD projectors have been praised within the industry for delivering superior 

color and gradation. Now, with Epson’s innovative auto iris, you get remarkably high contrast 

as well. These 3LCD projectors boast exceptional performance, with a 1,000,000:1 contrast 

ratio for mesmerising dark scenes, bringing your favourite movies to life. 
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Lens Memory 

Fast, quiet and precise, preset up to 10 positions for zoom, focus and lens shift for both 

standard projection and wide cinema ratios. Project 2.35, 1.85 and 1.78 aspect ratios on the 

same screen without an anamorphic lens — and no downtime when switching between 

ratios. Watch movies on a grander scale at the touch of a button, without any disruptive 

black bars. 

 
 

3x Brighter Colours with Epson* 

Brilliant image quality requires high colour brightness (colour 

light output), and Epson® 3LCD projectors have 3x Brighter 

Colours than leading competitive projectors*.  

 

One brightness measurement (lumens) is not enough. A 

projector‘s specification needs to show both high white colour 

brightness and white brightness. If colour brightness is lower 

than white brightness, images may be dark, dull and lose 

detail. If not be sure to ask for a projector’s colour brightness 

specification. 

 
*Compared to leading 1-chip DLP Home Entertainment Projectors. Based on NPD data, July 2011 through June 

2012. Color brightness (color light output) measured in accordance with IDMS 15.4. Color brightness will vary 

depending on usage conditions. 

3LCD Technology 

All Epson projectors are based on 3-chip LCD technology for 

amazing colour, incredible detail and solid reliability.  3LCD’s 

3-chip architecture dedicates an entire chip to process each 

primary colour – red, green and blue, continuously. Unlike 

single-chip technology that delivers colour sequentially, you 

get full-time colour.  The result is vibrant, realistic images and 

video all delivered with 3LCD’s true-to-life colour.  
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A True Cinematic Experience  

Innovations, including Epson’s unique Super-resolution with Detail Enhancement 

Technology, exceptional frame interpolation capabilities, as well as powerful Bright 3D Drive 

projection let you experience a new standard in home entertainment. 

 
Super Resolution with Detail Enhancement  

Super-resolution defines edges for standard 

and HD content, while Detail enhancement 

refines surface detail for true-to-life images.  

 
Frame Interpolation 

Frame interpolation 

technology inserts multiple 

new frames between the 

original ones, so motion 

appears smoother, sharper 

and more realistic.  

 
Powered Lens Shift  

In addition to added reliability and amazing colour 

performance, Epson’s advanced projection 

technology enables a wide range of lens shift 

capabilities for outstanding installation flexibility. 

Boasting an incredible range of up to ± 96 percent 

on the vertical axis and up to ± 47 percent on the 

horizontal axis. Users can operate the lens shift 

functions using the remote control, the projector 

control panel, or control commands.  

 
 

Secure, Full HD 1080p Video Wireless Streaming (EH-TW9300W Only)  

The EPSON Wireless HDMI™ streams high definition content 

(up to 4K) from one device to another, within the same room, 

at a distance of up to 10m, with stellar full 4K image quality. 

The system is HDCP2.2 compliant and can stream copy-

protected content. Its fast signal transfer ensures real-time 

transmission of HD media without buffering or drop out. The 

wireless transmitter provides a secure connection that resists 

interference with nearby wireless routers. 

 

Connect your receiver, Blu-ray player, game console, 

streaming device like Apple TV, and more. You can even connect speakers via the optical 

connection. View a second device using the wireless picture-in-picture mode. Switch 

between up to 4 connected devices with the preview mode. The wireless transmitter 

connects to up to 4 HDMI devices simultaneously, has one HDMI out connection, and one 

optical port. 
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Imaging Science Foundation (ISF) calibration and colour management (EH-

TW9300W Only) 

The Epson EH-TW9300W features ISF certification for top 

video performance. And, it includes specific ISF picture 

memory modes, such as ISF Day and ISF Night, along with 

six other pre-named ISF memory modes and two additional 

modes. To prevent mis-adjustments that may inadvertently 

happen after installation and calibration, critical adjustments 

can be locked. To assist with properly adjusting colour 

saturation and hue (tint) using SMPTE colour bar test 

patterns, the EH-TW9300W makes it possible to turn off the 

Red and Green imaging pixels, leaving only Blue. This allows 

the user to make adjustments without needing a gel filter. A 

Red-only mode is also provided. 
 

 
Bright 3D Drive Technology for 3D Cinematic Adventures  

Enjoy thrilling 3D adventures right in the comfort of your living room. 

Featuring Bright 3D Drive technology, the EH-TW8300 and EH-

TW9300W put you right in the middle of the action. Epson’s drive 

system minimises the blackout time of 3D glasses and provides 

greater brightness when viewing 3D content. 

 

2D-to-3D Conversion  

Transform any 2D movie, from the latest science-fiction adventure to your favourite classic, 

to spectacular 3D, or watch the big game in exciting 3D. It’s easier than ever with convenient 

2D-to-3D conversion, with just the touch of a button, you can watch your favourite shows 

and movies in eye-popping 3D. There are no special discs required. And, the possibilities 

are endless. 

 

Wide Colour Space 

Enjoy brilliant, colour rich performance. The full sRGB 

colour gamut is visible even in the brightest setting 

(Dynamic mode). DCI colour gamut which is the standard 

in Digital Cinema is also available when the colour mode 

setting is Digital Cinema mode.  
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HDR Support 

A High Dynamic Range expands the range of colour and contrast that can be reached, 

resulting in a more realistic and natural image. 

 

 

Efficient Cooling System  

When it comes to home cinema, you want to focus on what’s in front of you — and nothing 

else, that’s the idea behind the innovative, efficient cooling system of the EH-TW8300 and 

EH-TW9300W. With noise levels as low as 20 dB, this is among the quietest projectors in 

the industry. It’s time to enjoy engaging cinema without distraction — all the better for those 

moments when the picture takes your breath away.  
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Connectivity Panel 

EH-TW8300/EH-TW9300W 

 

 
 
 

 
 

Projector 

PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION RRP (INC GST) 

V11H713053 EH-TW8300 $4,499 

V11H711053 EH-TW9300W $4,999 

 
 

Accessories 

PRODUCT CODE DESCRIPTION RRP (INC GST) 

V13H010L89 ELPLP89 Replacement Lamp $139 

V13H134A39 ELPAF39 Air Filter $21 

V12H003B22 ELPMB22 Ceiling Mount (Standard) $239 

V12H526040 ELPMB30 Ceiling Mount (Flush) $229 

V12H548001 ELPGS03 3D Glasses $99 

V12H564C12 ELPAC01 Charger for 3D Glasses $18 

V12H731P01 ELPAP10 Wireless LAN Adapter $149 

V12H002S2Y ELPSC21B 80" Portable tripod screen $89 
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Specification Overview 

Model EH-TW8300 EH-TW9300W 

Case Colour  White White 

White Light Output 2,500 lms 2,500 lms 

Colour Light Output 2,500 lms 2,500 lms 

Display Technology 3LCD 3LCD 

Native Resolution 1080p (4K Enhancement) 1080p (4K Enhancement) 

Contrast Ratio 1,000,000:1 1,000,000:1 

Keystone V: ±30° H: ±30° V: ±30° H: ±30° 

Powered Lens Shift  V: ±96% H: ±47% V: ±96% H: ±47% 

WirelessHD   

Zoom Ratio 2.1 Optical 2.1 Optical 

ISF Certification   

Super Resolution   

Image Enhancement   

Frame Interpolation   

3D Capable   

3D Glasses Not Included Not Included 

2D–3D Conversion    

Lens Memory 10 Positions 10 Positions 

Picture in Picture   

HDMI Connectivity (Main Unit) 2 2 

HDMI Connectivity (WirelessHD)  4 

MHL Support   (WirelessHD) 

Computer (D-sub 15-Pin) 1 1 

Lamp Hours (Eco)
 

5,000 hrs 5,000 hrs 

Warranty (Projector) 2 Years (excluding lamp) 3 Years (including lamp) 

 
 

Unit Dimensions 

Model EH-TW8300 EH-TW9300W 

Product Code V11H713053 V11H711053 

Barcode 9314020619809 9314020619786 

Dimensions  

(D x W x H) 

450 × 520 × 193 mm 
(Including Feet) 

450 × 520 × 193 mm 
(Including Feet) 

Net Weight (Kg) 11 11.3 

 
 

Carton Dimensions 

Model EH-TW8300 EH-TW9300W 

Product Code V11H713053 V11H711053 

Barcode 9314020619809 9314020619786 

Dimensions  

(D x W x H) 
654 x 501 x 255 654 x 501 x 255 

Gross Weight (Kg) 14.35 15.6 

 

 

*Whichever comes first 
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